Living donor liver transplantation in the USA
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Abstract: Living donor liver transplant (LDLT) accounts for a small volume of the transplants in the USA. Due to the current liver allocation system based on the model for end-stage liver disease (MELD), LDLT has a unique role in providing life-saving transplantation for patients with low MELD scores and significant complications from portal hypertension, as well as select patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Donor safety is paramount and has been a topic of much discussion in the transplant community as well as the general media. The donor risk appears to be low overall, with a favorable long-term quality of life. The latest trend has been a gradual shift from right-lobe grafts to left-lobe grafts to reduce donor risk, provided that the left lobe can provide adequate liver volume for the recipient.
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Introduction

In this article, we review the history of living donor liver transplant (LDLT), its current role in liver transplantation in the USA, statistics on its use, and data on its outcomes. We then discuss biliary complications and donor risk associated with the procedure.

History of LDLT in the USA

The first successful LDLT was performed by Strong et al. in Australia (1). In the USA, Broelsch et al. from the University of Chicago reported a series of 20 LDLT in pediatric patients in 1991 (2). The technical aspects of the procedure were refined with the center’s experience: the first three patients received left-lobe grafts without the middle hepatic vein, and the subsequent 17 patients received segment 2 and 3 grafts. Although the donors had some minor complications, all of them did well and the outcomes of the recipients were favorable. This series established the safety and feasibility of LDLT for children in the USA.

Once successful LDLT was reported in children, it was entertained in adults. LDLT became the procedure of choice in Japan, where deceased donor liver transplant (DDLT) was uncommon (3). In the USA, Emond et al. reported two adult patients with LDLT using left lobes (4). There were some concerns of a relatively high incidence of small-for-size syndrome with the left-lobe grafts, as reported by the group from New York (5). To provide the recipients with adequate liver volume, right-lobe grafts were considered. After the first adult-to-adult right-lobe liver transplant in the USA was performed by Wachs and his colleagues in 1997 (6), more centers performed LDLT with right-lobe grafts (7,8).

In the USA, DDLT has always been the main source of organs for patients listed for liver transplantation. Yet, with the well-recognized shortage of deceased donor livers compared with the number of patients on the waiting list for transplant, LDLT was increasingly offered as an option. In 1997, only one center performed adult LDLT, but by 2000, this number had increased to 38 centers, with 266 adult-to-adult LDLT (9). As the safety and outcomes of
right-lobe LDLT became acceptable, there was a gradual increase in the LDLT with the peak of 524 in 2001, until 2002, when the rate decreased to 363 and reached a plateau to 252 in 2013 (Figure 1). This trend is a result of many factors, but may be due partly to a widely publicized death of a living donor (10). Although the rate of LDLT has not increased since that time, it remains an option to address the organ shortage, along with using expanded criteria for accepting donor grafts (11-14).

**The role of LDLT in the USA**

In the USA, deceased donor livers are allocated based on the 11 regions of the United Network of Organ Sharing (UNOS) (Figure 2). Each region is unique in the density of the population, the number of available organs, and the wait time for patients. The liver allocation system is strictly based on the model for end-stage liver disease (MELD) score (which ranges from 15 to 40), except in cases of status 1A (fulminant hepatic failure, primary nonfunction in the first week, and hepatic artery thrombosis in the first week). With the “sickest first” policy, deceased donor livers are allocated to the patients with the highest MELD scores (15). For patients with medical conditions that do not result in high MELD scores but may contribute to wait list mortality and therefore warrant allocation of livers, MELD exception points are given. These conditions include malignancies (e.g., hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), hilar cholangiocarcinoma) and other medical conditions including hepatopulmonary syndrome, portopulmonary hypertension, familial amyloid polyneuropathy, primary hyperoxaluria, and cystic fibrosis. MELD exception points are granted only after review of individual cases by the regional review board. These patients are usually given a MELD score of 22 (28 in primary hyperoxaluria), with a 10% upgrade every 3 months until they receive a transplant.

Due to the current liver allocation system, in general, LDLT in the USA is offered for the indications listed in Table 1. Included are cirrhotic patients with low MELD scores with complications of end-stage liver disease such as ascites or hepatic encephalopathy, as well as patients with HCC that do not meet the current tumor criteria for LDLT but have shown favorable tumor biology with an adequate time of observation. Also, in regions where the wait time for patients with HCC often exceeds 12 months, LDLT may have a role to reduce drop off from the wait list.

**Table 1**: Indications for living donor liver transplantation in the USA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low MELD + complications of cirrhosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCC outside tumor criteria with favorable tumor biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCC within tumor criteria in regions with long (&gt;1 year) wait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low MELD + cirrhosis + significantly decreased quality of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low MELD + cholestatic liver disease with recurrent cholangitis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MELD, model for end-stage liver disease; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma.
diameter of 9 cm) (17,18). If the patients do not meet their region’s tumor criteria, they either undergo downstaging by locoregional therapy to fit the criteria or are offered LDLT after an observational period to assess tumor biology. Listing on the DDLT list after downstaging is possible only after approval by the regional review board.

Statistics

In 2013, 6,455 liver transplants were performed in the USA, 6,203 (96%) from deceased donors and 252 (4%) from live donors (19). The number of DDLT and LDLT performed in each region differs, but across the board LDLT constitutes a small proportion of the overall transplant volume (Figure 3). Further, not all centers offer LDLT—and those that do offer it sometimes have limited experience. In 2013, among the 166 liver transplant centers in the USA, LDLT was performed by 43 centers, with only 8 centers performing 10 or more LDLT (Table 2). None of the centers exceeded 20 LDLT that year.

Figure 1 illustrates the numbers of LDLT and DDLT. In spite of efforts to increase donation rates and increase the use of expanded-criteria liver donors, the total number of deceased donors has been stagnant. The current liver allocation system favors sick patients with high MELD scores and those who receive MELD exception points (e.g., for HCC), but it misses patients with low MELD scores and the significant complications of cirrhosis.

Table 2 Distribution of center-specific living donor liver transplant (LDLT) volume in 2013*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of LDLT</th>
<th>Number of centers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≥10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: OPTN, Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network.

In the meantime, there are approximately 15,000 patients on the waiting list for liver transplantation at any given time. Specifically, in 2014, 10,628 patients were added to the liver transplant waiting list, and 10,603 were removed from the list. Of these, 5,742 (54%) received DDLT and 251 received LDLT. A total of 2,838 (27%) were removed from the list because of death: 1,375 patients died on the waiting list, 1,427 were too sick for transplant, and 26 died during transplant. Given that approximately 15,000 patients are on the waiting list for liver transplant at any given time, the waiting list mortality rate is nearly 20% (19).

Outcomes of LDLT

The Adult-to-Adult Living Donor Liver Transplantation Cohort Study (A2ALL) group showed that LDLT provides survival benefits compared to both staying on the wait list without a liver transplant and receiving DDLT (Figure 4) (20). A2ALL is a consortium of nine centers created to conduct a retrospective and prospective study of the outcomes of donors and recipients after adult LDLT in the USA from 1998 to 2008 (21). The subsequent A2ALL study found that LDLT afforded survival benefits for non-HCC patients with a MELD score ≤15 or >15. However, in patients with HCC, the survival benefit was limited to patients with a MELD score >15 (22).

To determine the impact of LDLT on recipients with hepatitis C, a study comparing LDLT and DDLT found that there was no difference in graft survival for hepatitis C patients regardless of the donor type as long as LDLT was performed at high-volume centers. Graft survival after LDLT was worse than that after DDLT when the first 20 LDLT cases were analyzed; however, there was
no difference in graft survival between LDLT and DDLT when the center had performed more than 20 LDLT (23).

National data from the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients database highlighted that LDLT may be superior to DDLT when performed at experienced centers (defined as centers that had performed >15 LDLT). The 3-year unadjusted graft survival was higher in the LDLT recipients (78.9%) than in the DDLT recipients (77.7%) (P<0.001) at these centers. In addition, recipients with autoimmune hepatitis and cholestatic liver disease had a significantly lower risk of graft failure (24).

Many centers with LDLT offer LDLT to HCC patients who do not meet tumor criteria after assessment of tumor biology, based on the rationale that tumor number and size are not the only indicators of tumor biology and LDLT does not place non-HCC patients who are on the deceased donor wait list at a disadvantage. The most recent A2ALL study found that LDLT was associated with worse oncologic outcomes compared with DDLT, as demonstrated by a higher 5-year recurrence rate of 38% vs. 11% (P=0.0004) (25). However, the outcome is thought to be due to patient selection—in that patients with more advanced tumors were offered LDLT—rather than to the LDLT procedure itself. LDLT patients had higher alpha-fetoprotein levels and a higher tumor burden (larger tumors and a higher rate of patients exceeding Milan and University of California San Francisco tumor criteria), which implies worse tumor biology. This reflects the pattern of practice in that the patients who may not be candidates for DDLT listing are offered LDLT.

The higher recurrence rates of HCC after LDLT observed in the A2ALL study were corroborated by a South Korean study which reported higher recurrence rates in small LDLT grafts (26). However, these findings were not found in other studies that have compared LDLT and DDLT programs. A study from Toronto, Canada, showed that there was no difference between the HCC recurrence rates after LDLT (14.8%) and DDLT (17.0%) (P=0.54) (27). The patients who received LDLT and DDLT were subject to the same tumor criteria. Similar results were seen in the French study by Bhangui et al. (28). Ninomiya et al. also reported similar findings (29). These findings suggest that LDLT itself does not result in worse oncologic outcomes and that the apparent increase in recurrence rate seen in the A2ALL group’s study is due to patient selection. Therefore, the controversy for offering LDLT for HCC patients outside the region’s criteria is based on an ethical issue rather than an oncologic issue. It is difficult to know what posttransplant survival and HCC recurrence rates justify putting a living donor through the risks of the operation. Assessment of tumor biology with locoregional therapy and an observational period is imperative to ensure good posttransplant outcomes in such patients.

**Biliary complications**

It is well known that biliary complication rates are higher after LDLT than after DDLT (30-32). Although multiple factors may be involved, the key factor is interruption of the bile duct blood supply to the donor and the recipient ducts due to high hilar dissection. Studies from large-volume LDLT centers have suggested that meticulous technique to preserve the blood supply to the donor bile ducts (33-37) and the recipient bile ducts (37-40) are the key steps in reducing biliary complications. The largest direct comparison study performed in the USA found that the biliary complication rate was higher after LDLT than after DDLT (40% vs. 25%; P<0.001). LDLT was more likely to be associated with a higher number of biliary anastomoses (P<0.001) and a higher proportion of patients undergoing Roux-en-Y reconstruction (P<0.001). However, the average number of biliary tract procedures was similar in LDLT.
and LDLT patients, as was the amount of time between the onset of complications and resolution (41).

**Donor safety**

Donor hepatectomy is a major operation with potential for major morbidity and mortality. Along with its benefits for the recipient, it carries with it small but real risks for the donor. The largest living liver donor study in the USA was performed by the A2ALL group. Of the 760 donors analyzed, the no-go rate for donation was 2.6%, usually due to unexpected findings in the operating room. The overall donor mortality rate after donation was 0.4%, and the overall complication rate was 40%, with multiple complications occurring in 19% of the patients. The rate of serious complications resulting in lasting disability was 1.1%, with liver failure or death in 0.4% (42). The most common complications were bile leaks (9%), bacterial infections (12%), and incisional hernia (6%). Of note, left-lobe donation was associated with a higher risk of complications on univariate analysis [hazard ratio (HR) =1.60; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.99−2.56; P=0.05]. When analyzed by a multivariate model, there was a trend towards a higher risk of complications with left-lobe donation (HR =1.55; 95% CI, 0.96−2.51; P=0.08). It is difficult to interpret the data since the overall number of left-lobe donors was small (n=33), which precluded an extensive analysis. The same study also found that blood loss was a predictor of postoperative complications, specifically bile leaks and infections (42).

The rate of donor complications reported in the A2ALL series appear to be slightly higher than what is reported in the single center series from Asia. The reported rate of major complications by Hwang *et al.* was 1.3% to 6.7% (43) and 4% by Liu and colleagues (44). Potential reasons for this difference are twofold. The impressive low rates of major complications reported by the Asian centers are from high volume single center series where there is less heterogeneity in the operations and the patient care. The A2ALL data is composed by outcomes from multiple centers, each performing relatively low annual volume of liver donor operations. However, the head to head comparisons between the Asian and North American studies may be difficult due to the difference in patient population.

The initial laboratory abnormalities seen after donor hepatectomy normalize within the first few months. However, about 10% of donors can experience platelet counts <150×1,000/mm³ (45), and persistent thrombocytopenia at 1 year was associated with splenomegaly (46). This is likely due to the relative portal hypertension after hepatectomy, where a smaller hepatic mass is exposed to the same amount of portal venous flow. This view is supported by an increase in the spleen volume after donor hepatectomy (46). The long-term effects of these findings are unknown.

Aside from the physiologic sequelae, the quality of life of the donor after donation is favorable. A quality of life survey revealed that donors experience above-average quality of life compared to the general population. However, not surprisingly, the recipient’s death up to 2 years prior to the survey was associated with a poor mental component summary [odds ratio 2.879 (1.391−5.956), P=0.004] (47).

Although it is uncommon, death after donor hepatectomy is worth further discussion. The estimated donor death risk is <1%, as reported by the A2ALL group. The national rate may be difficult to ascertain accurately since there is no national database to register donor deaths beyond early deaths and liver failure. A recent study by Muzzaale *et al.* helped clarify this issue (48). This study included 4,111 living liver donors over the 17-year period reported to the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network. The Social Security numbers of the donors were acquired and linked to the Social Security Death Master File. Death information was then confirmed with the transplant center. The early death rate was 1.7 deaths per 1,000 donors. The type of graft had no effect on the risk of early death. The rate of catastrophic events was 2.9 per 1,000 donors. Five donors experienced acute liver failure. Three of these donors were salvaged by DDLT, one died, and one improved (48). Of note, all five of these patients had donated right lobes. The long-term mortality rate of 1.2% at 11 years after liver donation was very similar to the rate for matched living kidney donors (1.2% at 11 years), as well as for matched participants in the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (used as controls) (1.4% at 11 years). The data from this study were obtained and verified by more than one source, and the figures from this study are probably the most accurate estimates of donor mortality at the national level.

Although the risk of death after liver donation is low, it is imperative that the transplant team reduces donor risk as much as possible. Favoring left-lobe grafts over right-lobe grafts has been suggested as one way to potentially reduce donor risk. This trend has been reflected in the gradual change in the pattern of practice. In the A2ALL study, most of the grafts (95%) were right lobes. In the initial study
period, the left lobes comprised 2% of grants, and in the more recent era, this rate increased to 7%. The review of the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients database also suggested an increase in the annual use of left-lobe donors in the more recent era [2004-2010] compared with the earlier experience [1998-2003], where the rate of left-lobe donors increased from 2.3% to 7.2% (49).

Use of the left lobe is based on the assumption that harvesting a smaller volume of the liver graft from the donor will reduce donor morbidity and improve safety. This appeared to be the case in a large series from Asia. A multicenter study from Japan of 1,680 live donors documented morbidity rates of 8.2% for left lateral section donors, 12% for left-lobe donors, and 19% for right-lobe donors (50). In contrast, some studies have not found a correlation between the type of hepatectomy and the risk of donor death (51,52), and the morbidity with right-lobe donation may decrease with a center’s experience (53). However, left hepatectomy for the donor removes less liver volume and has potential advantages in avoiding postoperative liver failure. Provided that it gives adequate volume for the recipient, it should be preferred (54,55).

A study from the USA documented the feasibility of left-lobe LDLT in 21 patients, 16 of whom had portocaval shunts (54). One patient in this study developed small-for-size syndrome, and the 1-year graft survival was 81%. A position paper in 2013 suggested favoring left-lobe grafts over the right-lobe grafts to protect the donors (55).

Conclusions

In the USA, living donors continue to be a small but important source of grafts to address the shortage of liver donors. The current liver allocation system, based on MELD, allows a unique place for LDLT in the system. There has been a gradual trend toward using left lobes over right lobes to reduce donor risk. This appears to be a reasonable option, provided that an adequate graft volume can be provided for the recipient. There are multiple challenges to the growth of LDLT in the USA. These include low center volumes, lack of formal training programs for LDLT, and federal scrutiny of the transplant programs, which may result in rendering the programs risk averse. As we approach the third decade of adult LDLT in the USA, continued vigilance in donor safety and optimal recipient outcomes are required to ensure the growth of LDLT.
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